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Background, Context:
Carbon nanotubes have attracted huge attention over past decades from academic researchers
and industries, due to their specific structures and excellent properties. However, nowadays
large-scale controlled production of CNTs is still difficult, and defect-free CNTs are still not
available in commercial products, which greatly restrict their industrial applications. A clear
understanding of the nucleation and growth processes is crucial to achieve controlled
production of high quality CNTs, in which metallic catalyst nanoparticles or clusters play a
significant role in a CVD growth process. Although in-situ characterization techniques such
LII, LIF and MS can provide some very useful information occurring in the gas phase, a
combination with atomic and numerical simulations are highly desired to clearly illustrate the
realistic physical and chemical phenomena involved in the catalyst and CNT growth process.
Atomic clusters are the aggregates of a finite number of atoms, and exhibit size-dependent
properties. Meanwhile, their chemical and physical properties can vary significantly with
atomic composition and ordering.[1] Nanoalloys also display structures and properties which
are distinct from those of the pure elemental clusters. Therefore, detailed studies on the
clusters by various experimental and theoretical methods can give us a clear understanding of
their geometric and electronic structure and physical properties. [2]
In general, we describe nanoallys with a form of AmBn (size m+n, composition m/n). Four
main types can be classified four nanoalloys according to their mixing pattern and geometric
structure, which contains (a) core-shell segregated nanoalloys, (b) subcluster segregated
nanoalloys, (c) mixed A-B nanoalloys, and (d) multi-shell nanoalloys.[3]

Figure 1：Four types of mixing patterns of nanoalloys.
We can use the theoretical calculation method, such as density functional theory(DFT) and
molecular dynamics (MD), to characterize the growth evolution of nanoalloys with the
influence of the external environment conditions. The degree of segregation/mixing and
atomic ordering in AmBn nanolloys depends on the following factors: (1) relative strengths of
A-A, B-B, A-B bonds, (2) surface energy between of bulk element A and B, (3) atomic size,
(4) charge transfer, and (5) temperature. [1]
Research subject, work plan:
The main objective of this thesis is to conduct the atomic simulation of the behaviors of atoms
and small nanoparticles during the LII and LIF measurement of the CNT growth process.
Computational simulation of the behaviours of atoms will start with building all reasonable
models which contain different numbers of atoms.
Then DFT calculation will be performed to select the most stable structure with a lowest
energy during optimization process.

After that, we can calculate binding energy to judge the bonding type and the bonding
strength, thus to estimate the mixing pattern of AmBn. At the same time, according to the
measurement of the chemical bonds damage between molecules, the element with lowest
surface energy tends to segregate to the surface according to the lowest energy principle,
which can be used to predict the internal distribution patterns of the atoms.
In addition, the ability of attracting electrons between A and B is different due to the
distinction of their electronegativity, and the greater electronegativity of an element, the
greater tendency to attract electrons it has, which can demonstrate charge transfer in AmBn.
[5]
Finally, the temperature is an important factor to influence the internal distribution of the
clusters. For large clusters system, molecular dynamics can describe the atomic motion and its
internal distribution of cluster under different temperature gradients.
The results of above mentioned theoretical simulation of the behaviours of atoms and small
nanoparticles will be analysed in detail, and then compared with the LII and LIF
measurements. We can further explore the formation, structure and properties of catalyst
clusters during the in-situ synthesis process.
This research is of great significance for researchers to well understand the realistic multiple
phenomena involved in catalyst formation, and also to achieve controlled growth of carbon
nanotubes. We call for highly motivated candidates who have solid knowledge of materials
science, Chemistry, DFT and MD simulation.
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